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Cyber Risks & Liabilities

“I divide the entire set of Fortune Global 200
firms into two categories: those that know they
have been compromised and those that don’t
know yet.”

Dmitri Alpervitch
Former VP Threat Research, McAfee 
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Threat Environment
Trends –The Ransomware Crisis

Ransomware is a virus that is typically delivered via phishing email

campaigns. All the target victim has to do is click on a link to immediately

become infected. Once infected all their data is encrypted until a ransom

is paid to the attacker, typically in Bitcoins, to get the encryption key to

restore their data. Locky Ransomware is a fast moving virus, infecting as

many as 90,000 victims per day.
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Disruption of worldwide operations,

including manufacturing, research and

sales operations.
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Malware affected company

systems to receive and process

orders.

Downtime of IT systems and

supply chain disruptions.

The malware affected a significant portion of

company’s global sales, distribution and

financial networks.

Protracted period required to

restore some systems resulted in

a backlog in supply system

processes.
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Significant impact to worldwide

operations and communications.

Lost volumes as well as extraordinary

costs in IT and operations.
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Not Petya Global Attack: Financial and Operational Impacts
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CLG Proprietary Cyber Claims Data
� 2017-2018 Reported claims index

Type of loss

Willis Towers Watson 2017 18 Reported Cyber Claims Index
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Cyber Risks & Liabilities

� Third-Party Liability 
� Consumer/employee PII
� Notification
� Credit monitoring
� PCI Compliance fines under merchant 

agreements

� Loss and Damage to Property
� Physical injury to property
� Business interruption
� Intellectual property loss

� Regulatory Investigations
� Compliance with subpoenas/orders
� Fines and penalties

� Brand restoration

� Computer forensics to identify the cause of the 
breach and fix it 6
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